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0 of 0 review helpful Well written By Michael Naipaul is a good writer and it shows This book is an intriguing look at 
different segments of the South as it was in 1985 86 keep that in mind I have to wonder if he traveled today if he 
would have written the same book Massive influxes of new immigrants to the South the past 25 years have rendered it 
unrecognizable compared to some of what Naipaul wrote Hispanic Afr In the tradition of political and cultural 
revelation V S Naipaul so brilliantly made his own in Among The Believers A Turn In The South his first book about 
the United States is a revealing disturbing elegiac book about the American South from Atlanta to Charleston 
Tallahassee to Tuskegee Nashville to Chapel Hill From Publishers Weekly Naipaul portrays the American South as a 
strange mixture of self reliance and community desperation and playfulness wrote PW coffey i like your changes ok i 
suppose since the quote is ours pk Part travelogue part oral history thi 
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